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Instructions: (1) Read the questions and the options carefully and attempt by
clearly indicating the option of your choice.

(2) Numerals against each question indicate marks.

(3) Question-5 is objective type wherein attempt any ten questions by
choosing the correct option given after each question. The first ten
answers in order will be considered for assessment from your
attempted questions.

1. Attempt a detailed critical estimate of any one of the following classical criiics and his
contribution in about 1000 words :

(a) Plato

(b) Aristotle

(c) Longinus

2. (A) Describe any one of the following in about 500 words :

(i) Poetry being at the third remove from reality.
OR

(iD The five kinds of Recognition according to Aristotle.

(B) Analyse any one of the following in about 500 words :

(0 Horace on'beauty', 'charm' and 'tradition'.
OR

(ii) Flawed sublimity versus flawless mediocrity.

3. (A) Attempt a definition / description within 50 words of any two of the following : 10

(a) Mimesis

O) Peripeteia

(c) Dianoia

(d) Aristotelian Distinction between Tragedy and Epic
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'(B) Attempt a definition / description within 50 words of any two of the following : l0'
(a) The Quickest Way to Imitation according to plato
(b) Horace's Advice on the Choice of a Subject
(c) Hyperbaton
(d) 'The Decay of Eloquence,

4. Attempt aII of the following within a line or two. 06
(a) What is the first q.uestion Socrates asks Glaucon in Book X of The RepaQ,lic ?
(b) Into how many t1pes, according to Aristotle can imitations be divided ? What are

they ?

(c) What is the prescription offered by Aristotle to the plapnights about handling
the Chorus ?

(d) Wrat is the original Latin title of Horace,s essay ?

(e) what kind of fdrce does the subrime possess ? what does it do ?
(D what, according to Longinus is the characteristic of perfect art?

5. Choose the correct option from the multiple choices glven under each question.
Attempt any ten questions. : .., I0(i) I iterary criticism concerns itself with of texts.

(a) documentation and storage
(b) analysis and interpretation
(c) procurement and distribution
(d) studying the authors

(ii) The term 'classical'connotes
(a) 'ancient and revered'

O)'traditionallygood,
(c) 'qualitatively reputed since long,
(d) 'famous among the masses,

(iii) The most significant and widely discussed poet of classical antiquity is
(a) Sophocles O) Homer
(c) Euripides (d) Aeschylus

(iv) Although in a different sense than what we know today, rclassical, Athens, just

(a) autocratic

(q) oligarchic
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O) plutocratic

(d) democratic
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(a) annexure
(c) addendum

(a) 22

(c) 26

(ix) Homce's essay takes ttre form of a
(a) verse

(c) memoir

(xi)

: (a) exists inmu.ltiple versions
(c) has several pages missing

(xii) Asyndeton means --.
(a) omissionofconjunctions
(c) addition of interjections

(b) 37s
(d) tzs

O) appendix
(d) antithesis

O) eprstte

(d) verse epistle

O) hasmultipleauthors
(d) has no title

O) additionofconjunctions
(d) all the above

(v) Ihe Rep*blic was written in about 

- 
BC"

(a) 47s
(c) 27s

(v0 Book x of The Republic has the appearance of a to plato,s attacks on thepoets made in Book II and III.

(vii) Aristotle was born in the kingdom of-.
(a) Alexandria O) Macedonia
G) Chaldea (d) Thebes

(utii) Poetics consists of- chapters.

(b) 24
(d) 28

(x) The doctrine of-----'=-pervades through "The Art ofpoekjr,,.(a) LiteraryDepiction O) Literarypropriety(c) Literary Reception (d) Literary Anxiety

The problem with Ionginus,s teatise is that it 

-.
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